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Future Ready Schools@ (FRS) is a bold effort to maximize student-centered
learning opportunities and help school districts (public, private, and charter)
leverage technology to prepare students for success in college, a careet
and citizenship. Beginning with a systemic planning process, FRS wilt help
any school district develop the human and technological capacity needed to
personalize student learning.
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project of the Alliance for Excellent EdUcation (All4Ed) alongside a vast
coalition of national and regional organizations. Since FRS's inception in 2A14, more than 3,200
district superintendents have shown their commitment to FRS by signing the FRS District Pledge.
FRS is a

This is a critical time in education as school districts prepare for new guidance and plans under the Every
Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). During this time, FRS will continue to provide innovative professional support

to districts as they work to leveraging the power of digital tools to help teachers make learning personal for
each student. FRS provides districts with resources and support to ensure that local technology and digital
learning plans align with the best instructional practices, are implemented by highly trained teachers, and
lead to personal and authentic learning experiences for all students, particularly those from historically
underserved communities.
FRS helps to transform schools and districts into those with
empowered teachers and leaders, students who take charge
of their learning, and tools to support a more personalized
approach to ensuring college and career readiness for all
students. To date, FRS has hosted more than forty professional
learning events, during which district and school leaders
collaborated to leverage digital resources to improve and
accelerate teaching and student learning outcomes.
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At the heart of FRS is the FRS framework, a research-based

foundation for school and district transformation. Built
upon collaborative leadership and dynamic school culture,
the framework's seven "gears" (curriculum, instruction, and
assessmenU personalized professional learning; robust
infrastructure; budget and resources; data and privacy; use of
space and time; and community partnerships) help districts
ground their transformation efforts in scalable, evidence-based practices.
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In 2017, with the reiease offive new audience
strands (Principals, Librarians, Tech (lT) Leaders,
Instructional Coaches and District Leaders), the
FRS framework was expanded to include specific
guidance for school leaders in each ofthe strand
areas. These new frameworks were created under
the guidance of some of the nation's leading
practitioners representing all levels of educational
leadership. l\4ore than seventy-five prominent
educator leaders across multiple roles make up the
FRS advisory committee and serve as experts to
consistently support FRS.

In an effort to support districts with their
transformation, FRS continues to expand and
refine its interactive online dashbaard, a free
systemic planning tool for school leaders. Used
by more than '18,000 educators who represent
over 3,100 school district teams, the dashboard
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provides robust assessments and planning tools
for leaders to use in their comprehensive and
strategic planning process. Districts that utilize the
assessments receive customized reports to guide
their development and action planning. ln 2012 the
U.S. Department of Education recommended the
FRS dashboard as a go-to resource to support Title
lV ed ucation fu nding.

the importance of on-going
professional learning opportunities. As such, it
provides access to the FRS Hub, which includes
online resources crafted by local leaders and
experts associated with more than fifty national
partner organizations (listed below), webinars
and social media chats (i.e., Twitter, Facebook,
etc.), conference connections, information about
dlstrict exemplars, and a myriad of other support
opportunities.
FRS also recognizes
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s schools seek to become future ready, it is necessary to identify
and cultivate leadership at all levels and across multiple roles. FRS

principals invest in distributed leadership instead of autocratic
structures, providing hybrid roles and developing teacher and student
leaders. They coach, model, and lead processes that directly address
how to personalize instruction for digital-age students and teachers to
own collaboratively.
principals provide opportunities, time, and resources for personalized
professional learning based upon teacher needs and the school's vision
for teaching and learning.
FRS

principals ensure each student has equitable access to broadband,
devices, and curricular resources to fully engage in personalized learning
at home and at school. They analyze, utilize data to inform, and potentially
reallocate human and fiscal resources to align with the school vision
and personalized learning. ln addition, FRS principals build and leverage
relationships with parents, students, business partners, the school
district, and the community to support the school's vision.
FRS
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principals ensure data is available and used regularly. They encourage
the redesign of learning spaces and schedules to support effective
instruction, personalized learning, and professional learning.
FRS
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Remove barriers

and cultivate
conditions for
collaboration.
Rethink and design the
master schedule to support
the vision for teaching and
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Establish common language and use an appropriate
framework to align with the vision.
Provide a means to feedback sharing, and reflection to
ensure alignment with the standards.

learning.
Create learning spaces
responsive to student needs.

Ensure teachers have access to resources,
curriculum, assessments, and professional
learning that support strong content knowledge
and pedagogr.

a

Provide teachers with sufficient planning time.

a

Adopt authentic, perlormance-based assessments that
support personalized and digital learning.
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Address professional learning needs as part of
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Expect educalors to connect and collaborate within their
school and with colleagues in their professional learning
network.
Create opportunities for collaboration with lesson plans,
resources, assessments, and reflection for staff members.
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lead professional learning
and be involved in dialogue
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